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1. Introduction
Traditionally, research in computer sciences has had its primary focus on developing models and
systems to attain superior design and implementation capabilities.

However, with new software

becoming available at an ever increasing rate, there is a parallel increase in our need to better
understand the mechanics of computer-user interfaces, whether they are of a motor, cognitive, or
perceptual kind.
A wide range of user issues are of importance to the computer scientist and many of them have
already been studied in different contexts. Some note-worthy examples have dealt with:
• How is behavior organized during user-computer interfaces? (Card, 1978; Penniman,
1975; Hayes and Reddy, 1979)
• What performance differences exist between different computer systems due to user
interface? (Roberts, 1979; Card,.English and Burr, 1978; Penniman and Perry, 1976) How
do we evaluate these differences? (Pew, Baron, Feehrer and Miller, 1977)
• Can we predict user behavior based on system characteristics?
Newell, 1979)

(Card, Moran and

• What modes of interface are appropriate? (Negroponte,1977; Card, 1978)
These studies deal either with describing a scheme for classification or measurement of interface,
or they draw comparisons between alternative user performances. Such information is naturally
important in evaluating systems during the implementation or the design stages. The question that
underlies most of these issues is: How efficient is the interface in any particular circumstance and
how do we measure and encode this level of efficiency?
In this paper we develop a method for encoding and measuring efficiency of use in an electronic
mail system. We draw our observations from RdMail1 , the Carnegie-Mellon University, Computer
Science Department mail system. We also develop in a second paper (included in this volume) a
taxonomy for codifying errors made while using the mail system.
Mail systems are of interest because they support a wider range of user behaviors than other tasks
typically used in studying user interface. Furthermore, component tasks that constitute the electronic
mail task have all been studied before, such as, text editing, retrieval and human-like interaction with
machines. Consequently, in studying RdMail we are able to look at issues of user interface in the
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context of a fairly complex task domain for the first time and with substantial prior understanding of
some of its primary sub-tasks. The conclusions we draw shed light on the design and implementation
of electronic mail systems as well as composite user system environments that may have similar
subtasks, such as interactive programming behaviors, text editing, and so on.

2. The study of behavior during an interface
2 . 1 . Operational Description of the Task Domain
A variety of tasks have been focused on in studying user-computer interfaces.

In each case

exploration of the work starts with an operational description of the task domain being studied.
Card etal. (1976) studied the "anatomy" of text editing behaviors based on empirical observations
of users. They found that cycles of standard editing tasks were sufficient to characterize subject's text
editing behaviors. They defined these standard tasks at different levels, like typing and text assembly
versus typing single characters. The prediction power of their model was not effected by the grain
size of each task and a finite set of goals, operators, methods and selection rules accounted for
user's behaviors adequately.
Penniman's (1975) study of user behavior with on-line retrieval systems identifies four general
categories of operation, i.e., index search, logic formation, document display, and others, such as
begin session, print out, review search, exit, etc. This paradigm enabled him to distinguish between
performance in different retrieval systems. Penniman concluded that further development of these
results is contingent on the development of higher order models of user operations.
Hayes and Reddy (1979) studied the components of "graceful interaction" between two
communicating systems. While their results are intended to be applicable to the interaction of various
human and non-human systems their observations are based on the former. They describe capacities
and mechanisms that account for unambiguous communication in natural language, i,e., flexible
parsing, domain knowledge, explanation facility, focus mechanism, identification from descriptions,
generation of descriptions. This provides a foundation for the formalization of graceful user interface.
All of these studies aim at understanding the nature of user interface within given task domains by
describing the parameters of operation in these domains.

2.2. Differences in user performance in different system environments
The most common method of documenting performance differences between alternative systems
seems to be through the measurement of user behavior in the context of a standard task.
Roberts (1979) defined standard editing functions and examined user performances for different
editors in terms of these functions. She measured performance through time and effort expended in
standard tasks (defined through a fatigue factor). Similarly Penniman and Perry (1976) measured
session durations and number of interactions in data retrieval systems. They found private data files
to be more efficient than general data files as a function of the number of interactions per unit time.
This suggests, as expected, that same level of personal file system facilitates use.
Card et.al. (1979) developed a method of predicting expert use time as a function of idealized
system operation sequences corresponding to standard tasks. They broke down each operation into
key-strokes to estimate total times. They point out that display time, a function of the efficiency of the
total system environment, was also an important factor. It is important to note that all of these
measures are aggregate measures. For example, average time required to perform a task includes a
proportion attributable to user-system interface as well as one that is not. In other words, there is a
component in all measurements that is a function of the overall system environment, such as terminal
speed and operating environment, rather than the specific user system.

2.3. Prediction of user performance
A good measure of our understanding of how user-system interface works is our ability to predict
user performance under different system contexts.
Card et.al. 's (1979) key-stroke method demonstrates that a significant portion of user time spent in
text editing can be predicted accurately. However, the method applies only to expert users with
perfect editing strategies and virtually no slack time, e.g., for examining stimuli for the next task,
resting, chating with experimenter, etc. Even with these drawbacks Robert's (1979) comparison of
the keystroke model's predictions against empirical data stands up well.
i

2.4. Modes of Interface

T

Another significant aspect of interface has to do with the devices that assist interface.
More specifically these are the tactile and perceptual tools available to the user; i.e., terminal, CRT,
mouse, tablet. The central question is to access the appropriateness and efficiency of such means.
Foley et. al. (1974) and Card et.al. (1978) studied the efficiency and accuracy of various pointing

devices. Card found that the mouse was superior to joysticks, step-keys and text keys in speed as
well as in accuracy.

2.5. Parameters of Studying User Interface
The above studies illustrate many of the important research questions for studies of user interface.
First, they all attempted to codify the operational aspects of the particular task domains they have
studied. In order to structure the questions related to user interface this seems to be an inevitable
step.

Second, a good number of studies have developed experimental controls from this initial

codification of the task domain. They have identified typical standard tasks of interest for the system
to be studied. This is also a necessary step to observe the effects of system and user properties on
the nature of the interface. Third, a few of the studies have developed models capable of predicting
user performance. This route, being the most robust approach to the problem, is also the most
involved one and does not necessarily lead to generalized findings (Roberts, 1979). Fourth, studies of
devices supplement our understanding of the appropriateness of total user environments. These
findings, however, can be easily generalized and replication of findings seems to be an unfruitful path
to take while many fresh questions remain available for study.
In this study we shall address some of these new questions in lieu of trying to replicate any of the
earlier findings. We shall also develop an operational formulation towards more efficient interface
with systems. None of the above studies yield explicit information about how to develop systems with
greater interface efficiency or increase the efficiency in given systems. The major purpose of this
study is to do just that. We shall examine how a given system adapts to expert versus regular user2
behaviors; and how higher levels of efficiency can be attained. We shall do this by evaluating the
behaviors exhibited by users of different skill levels in the context of standard tasks defined within the
operational description of electronic mail sending. Before we define this task environment let us
define what is meant by "efficiency*9 of interface and how we propose to study it

3. Efficient User-computer Interface

^y expert user we mean users intimately familiar with the system, such as system programers. By regular users, we mean
users that use the system daily but are famiiar only with a few standard mail tasks.
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3 . 1 . What is efficiency of use and how do we identify efficiency?
An underlying aspect of most studies dealing with user interface is this notion of system efficiency.
Roberts (1980) in evaluating text editing systems compares functionalities of different systems based
on power of system operations and time required per operation. Card (1978) compares text editor
performance in terms of key-stroke time per task and as a function of system displays. Penniman
(1975) bases his comparisons on session-duration and number of interactions per task. Although the
particulars of each comparison technique is somewhat different the overall similarity underlying them
is the notion of performing a standard task with finite or, better yet, minimum resources.
Efficiency, then, is accomplishing a standard task, using minimum resources. Time and effort of the
users of the system and operating environments of both are examples of such resources.

3.2. How do system environments influence efficiency?
Most of the studies we reviewed first codify characteristic operations and goals of the task
environments they examine. Hayes and Reddy (1979) for example provide a detailed description of
system properties necessary for graceful interaction. Card (1978) and Penniman (1975) also describe
the necessary steps in performing text editing and information retrieval tasks, respectively. These
represent what the user has to do in performing a given task as a function of his goals.
Each computer environment designed to support these tasks provides operations that correspond
to the user's goals, such as searching, editing and formatting of information. To avoid redundancy
and achieve some level of standardization, these operations can be decomposed into smaller
operations common to many different forms of mail tasks. Consequently, each computer environment
provides sets of low-level, standard operations, such as logging-on, typing and deleting characters,
etc., that when packaged appropriately, correspond directly to the goals useful in the general task
environment.

This implies a methodology that is analogous to means-ends analysis where the

operation sequences form the "means" and the task goals constitute the "ends." Consequently, the
easier it is to find a set of operations to fulfill a goal, the more efficient is the interface. By "ease" we
refer to means that can serve the user's resources best.
An efficient interface system, then, is one in which maximum conservation of user resources is
possible in matching the goals of the user and the system operations available to him while achieving
these goals.

3.3. How can we measure the efficiency of interface in a given system?
How does this determine an agenda for research?
The first step in measuring user-computer interface efficiency as outlined above requires that the
operations and goals of the general task environment and the system to be studied are codified. The
system operations have to be specified in a way that relates to the format of the operations available
in the system to the goals of the task environment. This is necessary to find the possible matchings
between goals and operations. Furthermore, it allows user behavior of different skill levels to be
mapped into a standard thus comparable format.
The second step is to show how various users and task environments support different interface
patterns as a function of these operations and goals. Such comparisons would indicate how different
users and task environments result in superior resource conservation. This requires that resource
allocation such as time, effort, accuracy, so on, must be empirically measured. By time we mean the
time necessary to perform a standard task at the terminal, measured by the real time necessary to
perform the tasks. This time includes time spent towards problem understanding, reading, waiting for
the system prompts, problem-solving, typing and verbalizing of thoughts. By effort we mean the
amount of knowledge brought to bear on the standard task at the terminal, measured by the average
number of system commands used to perform the task.

Here we view knowledge of system

commands as a resource, due to the total overhead it implies in the learning as well as the use of the
commands. Hence, an efficient system we assume should try to minimize the number of commands
necessary to perform a standard task. By accuracy we mean the average number of errors made
during use. The fewer the errors, the more efficient the system &
Then a four step research effort is necessary in our investigation,
1. Define task goals and system operations in a given system.
Z Measure user behavior in terms of time, effort and accuracy in performing
standard tasks.
3. Compare conservation of these resources by users of different skill levels.
4. Postulate system features that can assist users to perform at desired levels of
efficiency.
In the next sections we shall apply this method in the context of the mail system, RdMail, currently
in use at the Computer Science department of Carnegie-Mellon University.
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4. Use of Electronic Mail Systems.
4 . 1 . Task Goals
The diversity present in conventional mail systems are endless and the mechanisms with which
information is packaged and transmitted are either transparent (paper and pencil) or irrelevant (Morse
code) to the user.
In computerized mail systems this picture is radically different. The media available for use are
finite, yet the actual mechanisms of information transfer, such as, word processing, file transmission,
access etc, are less obvious, and more abstract. Consequently, conventional and computer mail
systems, while similar in principle, are radically different task environments. The similarities can be
found in very general terms. For example, both require selection of a mailing medium, composition,
formatting, filing and forwarding of mail. However, when the nature of each of these components are
examined closely, fundamental differences become apparent.

The operations necessary for

transmitting mail in computer systems are not known to the layman a priori like in conventional mail
systems but have to be learned. Even experienced electronic mail system users do not and need not
know the internal mechanisms of the system they use. Therefore, our analysis of mail systems here
wilt be confined to our main area of interest: electronic mail systems.
Mail systems are primarily designed to allow transmission of messages between individuals.
However the interaction between user and system is multi-faceted. A single homogeneous pattern of
interaction will not account for the various sub-tasks generally used in sending mail. Five different
categories of sub-tasks are commonly observed; a) Control of system functions, a) Search and
display of old messages, c) Formatting and Sending mail d) Modifying message texts, e) Maintenance
and creation of records.
4 . 1 . 1 . Control functions
Two standard sub-tasks in this category are starting and ending the use of the mail system. Often
these are simply equivalent to signing on and off of the mail system. Other control functions are;
bypassing the main system using optional short format mail systems; modification of user and system
options, accessing help and documentation files, etc. These activities constitute a very small portion
of the data we have collected and hence we have very little to say about them.
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4.1.2. Survey of information
Often the preparation of the message to be mailed requires examination of past mail. This
examination is needed just to inform oneself about the contents of past correspondence. At times the
new mail must be based verbatim on past correspondence. Consequently, seeking out relevant mail
files and accessing on such files, search, and showing their contents, display, are standard sub-tasks
used in surveying of message files.
4.1.3. Composing and Sending Mail.
Composition is usually done with the aid of predetermined system templates. Most systems prompt
the user about the destination, subject, and body of a mail during composition. In special cases, if the
user so desires, even these templates can be filled with contents of existing files, and automatic
composition takes place. The actual mail sending operation is usually a straightforward operation.
For example, in RdMail a single "action" called Mail is sufficient to forward the message currently
composed. The composition portion is the more critical and complex part of this process.
4.1.4. Modifying Mail Texts
Composition can be done piecemeal, composing separately the different parts of a predetermined
format, or including text(s) which are extracted from old files using the automatic-composition modes.
In either case, like in other word processing tasks, newly composed mail files may have
inconsistencies within them. This is why mail systems are equipped with text editing facilities, allowing
users to revise message files before sending them.
4.1.5. Filing of Mail
Incoming message files are saved in mail systems as a matter of course until they are reviewed by
the user. After review they are either saved permanently or deleted. This is often a matter of modifying
the status of a file. When file systems get to be large there is a need to classify and organize them for
ease of access. This requires that users be able to perform standard file maintenance tasks, such as
modify status of, classify, copy, delete, as well as create new message entries.

4.2. Codification of User Behavior in RdMail
Above we defined the domain of operations available to the users. From here on in order to explore
the initial question we set fourth, about the efficiency of electronic mail systems, we shall document
how a user of RdMail moves inside this domain using the resources of the system to fulfill his goals.
During the course of this research we reviewed several mail systems including RdMail and Laurel of
the Computer Science Department, Carnegie-Mellon University. Since we had access to the RdMail
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system as an experimental medium, our observations from now on will apply only to it
4 . 2 . 1 . Standard Sub-tasks.
To create an experimental setting, we built a RdMail file consisting of 68 messages from past
correspondence of one of the researchers. We also identified several standard "mailing" tasks to be
performed on these messages. This is in accordance with the precedence set by other studies, as
reviewed earlier.

' . - ' ...
.
,
1
1. Composition task:
Compose a message of 2000 words or less about a research
agenda and forwaird to a designated recipient
2. Su rvey ing task:
a) Find the latest message from a particular individual and
forward a copy to a designated recipient
b) Find information about a particular subject matter in
communication with a particular individual during given dates
and forward a copy to a designated recipient
3. Filing task:
Delete all messages from a designated mail sender.
4. Surveying and Modifying task:
a) Find a message from a particular individual inquiring about
a given subject matter. Edit and send this message as an
announcement to all users.
b) Find the latest communication on a given subject matter
and write a synopsis and transmit to a designated recipient
5. Surveying, Filing and Sending task:
Find all communications to and from a particular individual;
classify and transmit to a designated recipient

Six subjects took part in this experiment Three of our subjects were considered "experts". These
were individuals either directly involved in the development and maintenance of RdMail at CarnegieMellon University or using the RdMail system extensively in their daily work; i.e., maintaining very
large message files requiring a mastery of system capabilities.
individuals with regular knowledge of the system.

The other three subjects were

Although these individuals used the system

regularly, this did not involve complex system operations, and consisted of regular receiving and
sending of mail. We shall refer to them as "regular" users from here on.

~
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4 . 2 . 2 . The Data
The subjects were stationed at a standard user terminal (Mini Bee) and interacted with the system
through a key-board and CRT. The behavior of all subjects were recorded on video-tape in their
entirety throughout the experiments. The subjects verbalizations, their facial expressions and their
actions as displayed on the CRT were all recorded on video. Subsequently this data was transcribed
into text form and correspondence to generic sub-tasks3 used, actual system operations performed at
the terminal, errors committed4 and time it took to perform each task were indicated. Table
4-1 contains a sample transcription from the protocol of subject 1.
The behaviors of the subjects were classified into eight sub-task categories. These are slightly
different from our a priori catagories because the actual behaviors of subjects varied somewhat from
our expectations. The data was transcribed using the following criteria for identifying the beginning of
each protocol segment falling in each category.
Subtask 1: Composing new messages: When a command is activated causing the user to enter
contents of a new message, formatted after an existing message or a standard message format
Subtask 2: Displaying messages: When a command is activated causing the appearance of-any
part of an existing message file on the CRT.
Subtask 3: Editing existing messages: When a command is activated causing the system to enter
the edit mode.
Subtask 4: Sending messages: When a command is activated causing the system to forward
contents of an existing message. The actual mechanics of this in RdMail is the queueing of a auto
batch job for intersystem transfer of files.
Subtask 5: Maintenance of messages: When a command is activated causing the system to alter
the status of a message, i.e., changing either its attribute or class.
Subtask 6: Searching for a (set of) message(s): When a command is activated causing the system
to flag a (set of) message(s) or their identification numbers for future operation.

3

These are the sub-tasks defined earlier; composing new mail, displaying messages, editing test, sending mail, maintenance
of files, searching the mail ffles, creating new files and miscellaneous control and system operations.
4

A discussions of errors is included in the following paper by Rao and Akin.
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Subtask 7: Creating new messages: When a command is activated causing the system to allocate
new space for a new message entry.
Subtask 8: Control functions: These are a small set of commands necessary to begin use, modify
options, get help and terminate use: such as RdMail, Mail, Exit, Quit, Action (Abort), QRead, Read,
Mail, Ckmail, Phone-msg, Version, Help, Topic, ?, News, Document, Profile, RebuildDirectory.
These criteria were used to identify the exact point in the subject's protocols where a sub-task
commences and by default the previous sub-task ends. In this way all actions of the subjects were
categorized into one of the above eight sub-tasks, independent of the experimental tasks. Only a
small amount of subject actions (< 1 %) did not belong in any of these categories.
Table 4 - 1 : Sample Protocol
Task 1: Rnd latest message from Jamie carbonell and Transmit
Line.No

Time

1300

0.15

1500

0.41

1800
1900

0.6

0.12

Sub-task
1.1 Rnd message from Jamie
Carbonell (Search)
1.2 Format last message to
Rao (Construct)
1.3 Display message (Display)
1.4 Send mail (Send)

RdMail operation
<• h from rcarbonell:
<- forw *of last/Rao/cc/
subj: message from carbonell
Action ()t
Action ()m

Task 2: Delete all the messages from Rao
2100

0.18

2200

0.24

22300

0.28

2.1 Delete Rao's messages
(File-maintenance)
2.2 Display deleted messages
(Display)
2.3 Find messages from Rao

<- del from :rao:
<- h last
(No response for the command)
<-hfrom:Rao:

(Subject moves to next task)
TASK: 3 Rnd messages from H Smith inquiring about the message system research.
Edit and transmit the message so it can be used as an announcement to all
CMU-CS users explaining his request
2400
2600
2800
3300
3600
3700

0.14
0.17
3.34
0.26
0.8

3.1 Rnd message from Smith
3.2 Display message
3.3 Edit message

<• context from :Smith:
<-1 *of cont
<-Ed
*p
tO
*d600:1200
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(Table 4-1: Sample Protocol continued).
Line.No

Time

3800
4100
4200
4700
4900
5300
5500
6100
6200
6300
6500
6900

0.33
0.7
1.25
0.16
0.47
0.12
0.8
0.9
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.42

7000
7400

0.18
0.5

Sub-task

3.4 Delete mail
3.5 Display
3.6 Undelete mail
3.7 Construct message

Display
Send mail

RdMail operation
*P/.
d 100:500
1100
*P/.
1400
*w:foo.txt
•e
<-del69
<-pop
<- h 17
<- undelete 17
<• mail R Rao/cc/
subject: request from Hugh
Smith/file:foo.txt
ActionOt
ActionQm

5. Experts versus Regular Users
The underlying hypothesis in having two groups of users take part in the experiments was that
efficiency of use varied for users with varying backgrounds and skills. We encoded efficiency through
three measures as defined earlier; errors, system knowledge and time.

5 . 1 . Errors in Use
Each entry by the subjects consisted of one or more characters typed at the terminal followed by a
carriage-return. Such an entry was considered an error if and only if the system responded with an
error message. Other errors that were detected before the carriage return was hit were often
corrected by the subjects immediately. Errors included commission error, as well as occasional
omission errors. By far the most common omission error was the left-out characters and prerequisite
commands; where a RdMail command, prerequisite to a command used at the time, was left out or the
current one was entered incompletely. Typical commission errors were: mis-specifying the argument
of a RdMail command, entering an illegal abbreviation, entering extraneous characters, and so on. A
complete codification of all errors is included in the next paper.
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Ta b le 5 - 1 : Errors at the Terminal

Frequency of

all RdMail

Total of
all errors

commands

% of Errors

per # of RdMail
commands

EXPERTS:
Subj-1
Subj-4
Subj-5

54
55
31

0
1
1

0-0
0.018
0.032

REGULAR USERS:
Subj-2
Subj-3
Subj-6

59
57
62

5
6
4

0.085
0.105
0.065

TOTALS:
EXPERTS
REGULAR USERS
BOTH

140 '
178
317

2
15
17

0.014
0.054
0.0536

The frequency of errors clearly supported our hypothesis. Experts made far less errors than
regular users, a total of 2 as opposed to their 15 (table 5-1). A. comparison of the group means
indicated that the difference is significant

5.2. Knowledge as Resource of User
We also assumed that the knowledge users bring to bear on the experimental tasks is a resource
like time or accuracy. In other words efficiency is also a function of the amount of knowledge applied
to the task at hand. The more knowledge or resources are necessary in performing a given task, the
less efficient the interface is. Conversely, efficient use would be characterized by the conservation of
knowledge resources brought to bear on the task at hand.
In order to simplify our task we reduced our question about knowledge to "knowledge of system
commands." Hence/ we measured the knowledge used in terms of the RdMail commands applied to
each task. The underlying assumption, here, is that knowledge necessary for applying a command is
an invariant. Regardless of the efficiency with which this knowledge is acquired or the effectiveness
with which it is applied, the knowledge itself represents a cost for the user which is manifested
through the use of commands. The fewer commands are used to perform a standard task the more
efficient the system. Consequently, a kind of efficient user behavior can be achieved through the
conservation of the user's effort. A crude measure of this is the number of commands used to perform
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a standard task.
Then the first hypothesis we tested was that experts used fewer commandsper task than regular
users. Our data did not support this.The experts used an average of 6.38 commands per task while
the regular users used an average of 7.57 commands (table 5-2). While the difference is in the
direction of our hypothesis, its magnitude is not significant (t = .5862, d.f. = 12).
Most of the experimental tasks were rather simple and shared many standard subtasks, i.e., search,
create, forward, etc. Hence in our next analysis we retabulated the data in terms of the sub-tasks. In
this way we were able to examine each sub-task, how it is executed, what RdMail commands are used
in executing it, independent of the particular experimental task it happened to be a part of.
Table 5 - 2 : Number of RdMail commands used in each experimental task.

TASKS
1

EXPERTS:
Subj-1
Subj-4
Subj-5

4
4

3

REGULAR USERS:
Subj-2
5
4
Subj-3
Subj-6
15
AVERAGES:
a67
Experts
Regular
users
ao

2a

2b

3

4a

4b

5

TOTAL

#of
Commands
per task

3
2
2

10
19
4

14
10
6

7
1

•*
4

48'"
54
32

ao

3

10
15
10

3

8

6

2
5

15
6
6

10
12

3

7
21

11

6

5
4
5

49
50
60

a57

2.33

11

10

3.67

11.67

2.33

44.67

6.38

3.33

9

10

6.67

11.33

4.67

53.00

7.57

3

7.71
4.57

7.0
7.14

* See section 4.2.1 for definition of tasks. * * Task not done. * * * Based on 6 tasks.5
Table 5-3 shows a tabulation of the commands for each sub-task. Commands not shared by experts
and regular users are included separately. Analysis of variance indicates that a significant portion of

Furthermore, the frequencies examined in our earlier tabulations are totals that include repeated uses of the same
commands. Since we are really interested in the repertoire of commands used rather than the absolute numbers, in our
retaliation we included only the frequencies of types of OMnmands used and not all instances of use.
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the variance in the data is accounted for by:
a) the different sub-tasks for all commands: F(p < .01) = 28.71 ;d.f. = 7,1 and
b) the different subject groups for commands not shared between subject group, F(p <. 01) =
19.34; d.f. = 7 , 1
This supports the hypothesis that while the total number of commands used by the experts is more
or less the same as that of regular users, the pool of commands used exclusively by experts is
significantly greater in number than that of the regular users. In other words, experts have a wider
"vocabulary" of commands, but this does not necessarily cause them to do fewer number of things at
the terminal. In fact, no significant difference exists between the number of commands used per task
by the two user groups.
Table 5-3: Number of known RdMail commands used per sub-task category.
SUB-TASKS
Compose Display Edit
EXPERTS m
Not shared*
Commands
All**
Commands

File

Search

Create

Control Totals

3

4

4

6

13

21

0

2

53

4

7

7

7

16

25

1

3

70

0

2

2

9

6

0

1

22

3

5

10

14

19

1

2

57

4

6

8

22

27

0

3

75

10

12

17

30

44

22

5

127

REGULAR USERS
Not shared*
Commands 2
All"
3
Commands
TOTALS
Not shared*
Commands
All**
Commands

Send

5
7

Commands not shared between Experts and Regular users. ** All commands.
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5.3. Time Spent at the Terminal
The above counter-intuitive conclusion would be accounted for, if the experts spent less time at the
terminal executing their commands. This would imply that although just as many are used the
commands used by the experts execute in less time and are therefore more efficient. At first we found
that experts spent significantly less time (F (p < .05) =11.55, df = 5,1) at the terminal compared to
regular users (table 5-4). This implies that while the number of operations were the same, the time
each operation took and the particular combination of operations used by the experts was more
efficient than regular users.
Table 5-4: Time Spent at the terminal
Reading text
from Screen

EXPERTS

Typing

Subj: -1
Subj:-4
Subj: -5

4.10
4.43
3.30

7.03
28.02

TOTAL
REGULAR USERSSubj: - 2
Subj:-3
Subj: -6
TOTAL

Waiting for
display to
appear on
Screen

Waiting for
system
Response

a54

8.06
5.15
2.26

7.39
6.38
3.34

11.83

43.59

15.47

17.11

13.17
16.44
10.51

15:35
40.59
16.40

40.12

72.34

• aoi
7.38
4.45
19.84

4.00
6.28
7.10
17.38

We measured total time at the terminal in aggregate form which includes time oh
a) reading experiment instructions
b) reading long texts off of the screen
c) typing text and commands
d) waiting for the system to complete visual display of text
e) provide verbal explanations, and
f) waiting for system to execute commands.

.

Obviously the factor we are directly interested in is the last factor how do experts compare to
regular users in terms of time spent while waiting for the-system commands to execute? On the other
hand, some other factors-items (b), (c) and (d) above-can also be argued to indicate efficiency of
commands used. That is, if the command allows us to inspect contents of a message with minimum
display on the screen, or if it takes less time to type (or to display on the screen), then the system is
efficient.
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Hence, we compared direct execution times between experts and users as well as the indirect
times due to typing and displaying functions (table 5-5).
Table 5-5: Time spent on each Task.

TASKS
1

2

3

4

5

6

TOTALS

EXPERTS

2.03

0.97

20.45

33.12

4.94

13.32

74.83

REGULAR
USERS

9.93

4.44

21.20

47.78

10.03

20.64

114.02

TOTALS

11.96

5.41

41.65

80.90

14.97

33.96

188.85

There was no significant difference in command-response times between the two subject classes (t
= 0.176). On the other hand for reading and typing times there were significant differences (t = 16.19
and 4.036, respectively d.f. = 2).

This implies that while the specialized commands used by the

experts take just as long to execute, they possibly are the cause of less visual search and display on
the screen, consequently amounting to efficiency in the long run.

6. Implications for System Design
6 . 1 . Efficient Use
The measures of efficiency we have used imply that expert users are more accurate and faster yet
not particularly efficient in their use of knowledge. Experts select their commands from a larger pool
of system commands. That is, in addition to a small set of core commands shared with regular users,
the experts also use a large set of specialized commands (table 6-1).
This implies that, in a limited sense, the regular users are in fact more efficient than the experts.
They perform all tasks with as much effort (measured in terms of number of commands per sub-task)
using a significantly smaller set of commands. In terms of the effort necessary for acquisition and
maintenance of knowledge about RdMail commands, the regular user's performance is clearly more
efficient. They perform just as well with less resources. Consequently, they use each operation on the
average more frequently than the experts (2.74 times as opposed to 2.0 times for the experts.)
rr

On the other hand, experts make fewer errors and, due to the specialized commands, make better
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use of the system's resources. They are also significantly faster in terms of command execution time
spent at the terminal.

6.2. Designing for Efficient Interface
First, let us start with the unexpected finding, that regular users are as efficient as the experts in
using their knowledge resources. The command structure of RdMail allows users to perform the same
sub-task with different commands.

For example both "mail" and "forward" are commands that

communicate message(s) to other users, the main distinction being the way in which the message can
be modified prior to sending. Forward allows to append a prefix to existing messages (s) and sends
every thing to other users; while mail prompts the user about various parts of the message; e.g., its
headers, text, etc. Hence, users can perform the same sub-task through generalized commands as
well as through commands that can be modified through arguments to better suit the special
circumstance at hand.
The data suggests that the larger portion of the commands shared by both user groups are of a
generalized form. While the commands used only by experts are highly specialised ones, regular
users apply very few such specialized commands Table 6-1 shows the basic commands used by
subjects without the keywords and arguments that go with them. Even in this form the experts have a
larger repertoir of commands. This result is consistent with one's intuition. What is inconsistent with
our intuition is that this does not allow the experts to perform their tasks with any fewer number of
commands than the regular users,
Second, it seems inevitable that experts and regular users (and we suspect novices, whom we did
not study here, are also in the same boat) operate at different levels of accuracy. Errorful behavior is
rarely a problem for experts, regular users, however, encounter errors more frequently and consult
help and documentation files often, regular users spent an average of 10.42 minutes at the terminal
in using an average of 7.67 help commands through out the protocols, as opposed to experts who
rarely get help (in our case, none). For greater efficiency, user systems should be equipped with
automatic documentation and error recovery capabilities. In the next paper we shall discuss the latter
at greater detail.
In order to prevent these specialized help features from hindering other groups of users, such as
experts, systems must also be adjustable to specific user profiles. RdMail has the option of being
modified by the user based on his needs and preferences. However, this requires extensive
knowledge of the system and very few users venture into it

A documentation system better
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integrated with user commands and automatic error recovery capabilities triggered through incidence
of errors and user habits can mean more graceful interaction with different user groups.
Table 6 - 1 : Commands used by Experts and Regular users.
SUBTASK

EXPERTS

REGULAR USER!

1. Compose

<- MAIL6

<- MAIL

2. Display

<- TYPE
<- EDIT
<-tL

<-TYPE
<- EDIT

a Edit

<-ALIAS
<- EDIT
<• MAIL

<-RETRY
<• EDIT
<- MAIL
<-RETRY

<- RETRY
4. Send

<• MAIL
<- FORWARD
<• REMAIL
<• ANSWER

<- FORWARD
<- REMAIL

5. File

<- DELETE
<- ALLOCATE
<- DEALLOCATE
<- CLASSIFY
<-MOVE
<-EDIT
<PUT

<-DELETE
<-UST
<-SORT
<- FORWARD
<-MOVE

6. Search

<• HEADERS
<-WHO
<-tZ
<-CONTEXT
<• NUMBER
<- CURRENT
«- from7

<• HEADER
<-WHO

•

-

•

<-READ
<- HEADERFIELD

«-«ubr - • •-

«-field to
«-from
7. Create

<• CREATE

-

<- CREATE1 'Jn-iir

This functions as acommand within the mode of the MULTIPLE command.
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Table 6-1: continued
SUBTASK

EXPERTS

REGULAR USERS

8. Control

<- POP
<- QUIT

<- EXIT
<- QUIT

Finally, in systems with many redundant commands which are suitable for different levels of user
skills, and which represent different efficiencies in terms of system resources, i.e., CPU time, user
awareness of these issues can lead to more efficient interface. If the users are aware of how efficient
a command is, such as forward, compared to a generalized one, such as mail, they can: a) choose to
learn or not learn the new command, and b) decide when to use one as opposed to the other.
Since the efficiency of a command is also a function of the arguments used, the size and the
contents of the message files, and the particular context the user is in, it is difficult to measure
efficiency of each command in normative terms. Consequently a system feature that supplies
feedback to users on the actual efficiency of the commands they regularly use can ultimately achieve
substantial efficiencies in use by influencing user habits.

6.3. User Recommendations for Improving RdMail
One of the tasks we used, the composition task,called for a short statement from the subjects about
what they would like to improve about RdMail. In this way we obtained explicit feedback on the system
and desired improvements on it.

This is a useful source to verify against our independent

observations.
The subjects made twelve explicit suggestions about RdMail. Two of these comments agreed with
our observations about the documentation of help commands. Another four comments suggested
improvements about the display capabilities of RdMail. Two recommendations were made about
maintenance and search of RdMail files, each. And the remainder of the comments were on editing
and sending message files.
The two comments which were encountered in multiple instances were about help messages as
mentioned above and speed of the system. It seems that there is a need to quickly survey mail files
without getting involved in extensive text handling. Other significant system improvements suggested
were:
1. Ability to manage visual data on the screen through a window, to scan short
headers, simultaneously with other text or graphical information, while
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composing text.
2. A graceful editing capability built into the mail system, rather than moving into
an edit mode identical to the standard text editing system.
3. Greater facility to survey message contents without displaying all contents of
message files.

Summary
This study represents a preliminary examination of some of the issues related to user efficiency in
electronic mail systems. We have neither exhausted all issues nor sufficiently examined all questions
raised. However, we have provided some answers to the questions posed, as well as uncovered a
counter-intuitive aspect of user efficiency in RdMail. The specialized commands that constitute the
"vocabulary" of experts did not reduce the number of "things" done at the keyboard such that
regular users were at times as efficient as experts in terms of the number of commands used in
executing a standard task.
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